SOME DINING WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE COLLEGE OF MARINE SCIENCE

1. BEACH DRIVE
   - Ceviche Tapa Spanish
   - Parkshore Grill Contemporary American
   - Moon Under Water English/Indian Pub

2. BAYWALK
   - Dan Marino's Town and Tavern American - Martini Bar/Music
   - Grotto Italian
   - Too Jay's Gourmet Deli Deli
   - Tokyo Sushi Cafe Sushi
   - Johnny Rockets Burgers
   - Ammaza Pizza Cafe Fast Italian

3. THE PLAZA BUILDING
   - Zapatas Mexican

4. THE PIER
   - Fresco's (on the approach) Contemporary American
   - Columbia Restaurant Spanish
   - Captain Al's Seafood
   - Food Court Variety
   - Cha Cha Coconuts Roof Top Bar & Music

5. BAYWALK - MID CORE GARAGE
   - Atlanta Bread Company Sandwiches
   - Starbucks's Coffee Coffee
   - TCBY Yogurt

6. CENTRAL AVENUE
   - A Taste For Wine Wine Bar
   - Haiku Sushi Sushi Bar
   - Redwoods Gourmet Fine Dining
   - Oyster Bar Seafood
   - The Garden Mediterranean/Music
   - Mastery's Bar Bar
   - Rare Olive Martini Bar
   - Jo Jo's In Cita Italian
   - Z Grille Mexican
   - Fortunato's Italian
   - Lucky Dill Cafe Deli

7. 1ST AVE SOUTH
   - Motown Sundries Sports Bar
   - Cafe Alma American Fusion

8. UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
   - Pacific Wave Pacific Rim Fusion
   - Subway Deli
   - China House Chinese Take-out
   - Publix Supermarket